
ChkLines - CPA Networks 
 

 
 
CPA (Cost Per Action) Networks are a form of affiliate networks that include 
commissions for leads as well as sales. 
 
This can be an easy way to begin affiliate marketing because you don’t need a sale. 
You can get paid for as little as a customer entering an email address or a zip code. 
 
For solopreneurs, we recommend starting with MaxBounty. 
 
 
 
Directory of CPA Networks: 
 

1. 24scan 
❏ 24scan was created as a performance-based network founded on the 

ideals of dedicated and individualized service. 
❏ Over 450 campaigns. 

 
2. A4D 

❏ Advertising, one of the oldest industries, has yet to completely embrace 
the benefits that technology can bring.  

❏ At A4D we transform technologies to unravel the complexities of the 
Advertising World.  

❏ A4D is fully committed to solving marketing problems via technology. 
 

https://maxbounty.com/
http://24scan.com/
https://www.a4d.com/


3. Above All Offers 
❏ Above All Offers established in January 2011, has quickly become the 

largest and fastest growing affiliate network in the industry.  
❏ Based out of beautiful Eugene Oregon, Above All Offers serves clients 

from around the world and is well known for having the most experienced 
and dedicated staff of any affiliate network.  

❏ We pride ourselves in standing out and making sure our Affiliates and 
Advertisers succeed.  

❏ Another nice CPA affiliate offers based network that gained decent 
amount of reputation and doing pretty well in the market. 

 
4. AC Nutryst 

❏ AC Nutryst unchains the power of communication, date, and transparency 
to provide top-notch online marketing where, every day, the customer 
becomes the hero. 

❏ AC Nutryst is an innovative full-service advertising, digital, affiliate and 
performance marketing agency, working hard to minimize CPA and 
maximize sales and exposure.  

❏ As one of the top ranked digital performance marketing agencies, AC 
Nutryst takes pride in providing publishers and advertisers with 
professional and observant account management. 

 
5. Ad4Date 

❏ We are an affiliate network that focuses on the adult industry. 
❏ Ad4Date accumulated the most profitable and high conversion offers in 

the industry. 
❏ We offer high commission payments to our partners and powerful promo 

tools. 
  

https://abovealloffers.com/
http://www.acnutryst.com/
http://ad4date.com/


6. AdCombo 
❏ AdCombo is a unique online advertising network that can drive your sales 

up to unprecedented heights — thanks to a well optimized combination of 
various traffic types, lucrative campaign models and custom-built software.  

❏ Our affiliate community of more than 100500 members will reach your 
customer in any part of the world and can generate significant volumes of 
billions clicks a day. 

❏ If you want to stay away from extra hassle and focus only on promoting 
your offers then AdCombo can be your first choice as it has simplified 
everything for you.  

❏ User friendly affiliate dashboard, friendly affiliate managers, learning 
materials, and lead tracking system. 

 
7. Adcrax 

❏ Become a publisher and experience a whole new level of monetization of 
your website traffic.We work with publishers from all over the world and 
we offer the highest eCPM rates available. Discover the full earning 
potential of your website. 

❏ Adcrax is a global mobile advertising platform. Established in 2014, We 
are a dedicated result-driven marketing team , motivated to maximise your 
advertising value.  

❏ At Adcrax we provide high skilled support and impeccable services to both 
advertisers and publishers. So what are you waiting for? Make a choice. 
Allow us to fill the gap between ‘Where you are ‘ and ‘Where you want to 
be. 

 
8. AdGateMedia 

❏ AdGate Media provides monetization and acquisition solutions for 
developers. 

❏ This is a mobile traffic focused CPA affiliate network with plenty of mobile 
based CPA offers.  

❏ Besides the CPA marketers, app developers can also use this network to 
monetize their apps. 

  

https://adcombo.com/
https://www.adcrax.com/
https://adgatemedia.com/


9. Adludum 
❏ We're on a mission; bridging the gap between the passion for what you 

love doing and making a living out of it. What are your interests? What 
keeps you going? 

❏ Adludum provides a wide range of solutions in the online advertising 
space. Our focus has always been to innovate.  

❏ We are aggressively developing technology that is unheard of anywhere 
else and combine it together with our knowledge of affiliate marketing to 
create a vast array of robust tools for publishers to monetize on their 
traffic. 

❏ Adludum is breaking all the conventional and limiting ways of how people 
monetize their content nowadays and offer them a fresh perspective to 
how they can generate more revenue from their traffic while keeping the 
quality and the integrity of their site in tact. 

 
10.AdMaza 

❏ Become a publisher and experience a whole new level of monetization of 
your website traffic. 

❏ We work with publishers from all over the world and we offer the highest 
CPC rates available.  

❏ 100% Self-serve platform Banner and Text ads with php,js & api 
integration Monthly,weekly & hourly payments  

❏ Smart link with rotating campaigns Cpi,cpa & cpl campaigns DDL & apk 
campaigns. 

 
11.Admitad 

❏ Admitad, is an international affiliate network, currently working in 7 
countries; Russia, Germany, Belarus, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine & 
India. Its has best tools for advertisers and publishers, with 7-10 days of 
payment cycle, in-house tracking technology. 

❏ Admitad connects thousands of satisfied customers across the globe.  
❏ For us, collaboration is more than just ordinary business relations — we 

develop close relationships to make your ambitions a reality. 
  

http://www.adludum.com/
http://admaza.in/
https://www.admitad.com/en/


12.Admusketeer 
❏ We delivers profitable growth for online businesses.  
❏ AdMusketeer employs the best resources in the field that added Quality to 

ensures your success.  
❏ We continue to learn from regular international exposure and investment 

in research followed by critical analysis of each campaign. 
❏ Since 2012, AdMusketeer has been affiliated with over 150 companies 

worldwide and is joined by over 500 active and potential publishers.  
❏ It helps Advertisers with great CPI, CPS, CPA and CPC offers and 

Publishers with valuable offers, with high converting money, detailed 
reports with it’s robust system and tools. 

 
13.Adscend Media 

❏ Adscend Media’s monetization solutions reward your users by boosting 
engagement, increasing retention, and helping you generate up to 10x 
higher eCPMs. 

❏ Our innovative, rewards-based ad solutions help publishers monetize 
more of their users, advertisers achieve superior brand engagement, and 
users earn rewards from their favorite apps and websites.  

❏ Long story short, we work daily to Make Every Experience Rewarding. 
❏ We’re known for Rewarding Ads, which allow users to earn rewards from 

our mobile app and desktop publishers by interacting with ads, such as by 
watching a short video, downloading an app, or taking a short survey. 

 
14.AdsMain 

❏ AdsMain is a rising CPA network with very good experience and support. 
This new network quickly gained much reputation and got place among 
the top CPA networks of many lists.  

❏ At AdsMain our goals are making your advertising campaign successful 
and sharing our experience with you. We treat publishers as our partners, 
and we do all to make you feel a part of our team. 

❏ Our software provides all needed marketing tools, our managers will help 
to set up and manage any offer.  

❏ At AdsMain, our goals are making your advertising campaign successful 
and sharing our experience with you. We treat publishers as our partners, 
and we do all to make you feel a part of our team. 

  

http://admusketeer.com/
https://adscendmedia.com/
http://www.adsmain.com/


15.Adult Revenues 
❏ If you need an affiliate program that will maximize your cam and dating 

traffic, AdultRevenues is your solution. 
❏ We have multiple offers with high paying PPS, with this model you can 

reach the full potential of your earnings. 
❏ Create an account, get our link codes, give it to your customers and get 

paid weekly. 
 

16.Adverten 
❏ We are a team of professionals who know how to convert dating traffic 

perfectly. 
❏ We have been successfully working in the industry for over 5 years, with 

large flows of traffic and direct advertisers. 
❏ Our most important advantage is real-time optimization of conversion. 

With it you can be sure that your audience will get the best offer and you'll 
receive the highest possible commission. 

 
17.AdWork Media 

❏ AdWork Media is an award-winning, innovative global performance 
marketing network featuring numerous publisher tools, including Content 
Lockers and the first ever Product Locker℠ 

❏ Our 2,500+ incent/non-incent offer base is comprised of top converting 
campaigns across a variety of niches.  

❏ AdWork Media's platform and publisher tools, such as our Content 
Lockers & Link Lockers, are built on an in-house proprietary platform that 
allows us to continuously improve the publisher experience by frequently 
adding more features and tools for our users. 

 
18.Affcrunch 

❏ High converting offers that will bring you high EPCs from the start. 
❏ Lead by performance marketing professionals, Affcrunch is an affiliate 

program housing high paying offers of all kind.  
❏ After careful selection and testing, affiliate offers brought to you come with 

high EPCs from day one.  
❏ Affcrunch puts a focus on customer service. It's not just about traffic. It's 

about creating and growing successful partnerships.  
❏ We believe in a data driven world. All we do is based on facts and we 

know (not guess) which campaigns are performing and why. 
  

https://www.adultrevenues.com/
https://www.adverten.com/
https://www.adworkmedia.com/
http://affcrunch.com/


19.Affrevenue 
❏ With affiliate networks and agencies as numerous as the stars, it can turn 

out to be baffling finding the right network.  
❏ Here are the reasons why top publishers work with us. We have a wide 

cluster of mobile and web campaigns in the US, and also international 
offers. 

❏ We work with top advertisers, and we have tried and tested offers so we 
have something for each and every advertiser. 

❏ With our essential tools, we find the solution as your success is our 
success.  

❏ Affrevenue publishers have earned a million dollars, and now it’s your 
turn, join, grow, and prosper with our affiliate network as we have the tools 
which will maximize your earnings and will help you to prosper. 

❏ We understand that every click is a potential conversion. From choosing 
the right keywords, to creating effective ads, landing pages, mini-sites, 
every step in the sales process counts. We're here to support you in 
building high-convert affiliate campaigns from beginning to end.  

❏ We provide you with top digital products and the latest services, tools and 
resources in affiliate marketing today. 

 
20.Axon Media 

❏ Nathan is responsible for overall sales of the company's existing and 
future accounts, partnerships and alliances. He holds primary 
responsibility to drive top-line profitable revenue growth including short 
and long term profit maximization, revenue modeling as well as volume 
and market share objectives.  

❏ He is also accountable for short and long range marketing planning, 
market research, product development and implementation of market 
strategy and programs. 

❏ Prior to founding Axon Media Group, Nathan co-founded and acted as 
CEO of several successful digital marketing companies and was also an 
integral part of two successful IPO's, and a successful merger that created 
NBCi. Prior to NBCi he held senior sales and sales management positions 
with the CBS Broadcasting Corporation. 

  

https://www.affrevenue.com/
http://axonmediagroup.com/


21.BinPartner 
❏ BinPartner — binary options affiliate program. 
❏ BinPartner affiliate program offers up to 70% of the revenue from every 

attracted client. 
 

22.BizProfits 
❏ BizProfits is a fast growing CPA network with some decent amount of 

offers mainly in health niche.  
❏ At BizProfits CPA network, we make it our highest priority to help our 

publishers promote and earn as much as possible while continually 
providing our advertisers with the highest quality traffic. 

❏ Many types of offers but its health based offers make handsome amounts 
of cash.  

 
23.ByOffers 

❏ Super affiliate program for webmasters with SEO, PPC, and social media 
traffic. We offer high-converting & top-paying education offers. 

❏ ByOffers is an affiliate network where your traffic turns into money. We 
work only with reliable advertisers of the TOP dating, insurance, loans, 
education, and other offers. 

 
24.C3PA 

❏ C3PA is a high-tech network of affiliate pay-per-action programs. 
❏ We do know which actions will make Affiliate Marketing work for you.  
❏ We dedicated to bridge the gap between advertisers and affiliates.  
❏ Every partner, every client, every click, every conversion and every 

interaction is in a high priority for our company. 
 

25.clickbooth 
❏ Clickbooth connects Advertisers with Affiliates to drive new customers or 

users on a Cost-Per-Action (CPA, CPL, CPE, CPI, CPS, CPC) pricing 
model. 

❏ We specialize in generating consistent, quality customer acquisitions at 
high volumes through exclusive affiliate channels on native, mobile, social, 
email, contextual and search placements as well as in-house email 
marketing. 

  

https://binpartner.com/en
https://bizprofits.com/
https://byoffers.com/
http://c3pa.net/
https://www.clickbooth.com/


26.ClickDealer 
❏ We have rapidly evolved from an affiliate network specializing in CPL, 

CPI, CPA and CPS into a global marketing agency that now provides its 
clients with a wide range of advertising services.  

❏ We differentiate ourselves by eliminating frustrations and obstacles for our 
partners and creating unparalleled level of efficiency. 

 
27.ClickSure 

❏ Most of the offers of this network are Binary and Forex based. Thus you 
can easily assume that it has the highest paying CPA offers of the market.  

❏ Some of it’s offers go up to $1,000 per action.  
❏ However, you won’t get the money instantly for the action as it pays on 

NET15, NET18, NET30, NET45 etc. period based on the offer you chose 
to promote. 

 
28.CPA Beyond 

❏ At Cpa Beyond our number one quality is commitment. Whether you are a 
Publisher or Advertiser we are here to deliver you the highest quality 
results that you deserve. 

❏ As an exclusive lead generation network, CPABeyond values strong 
affiliates, because we know they're what make us better. 

 
29.CPAdawn 

❏ A Premium Affiliate Network We Gives More Reliability And Transparency 
To Our Advertisers And Publishers We deliver quality traffic to our 
advertisers and pay on time to our publishers. 

❏ With CPA Dawn technologies you can use your offer in a different way, we 
provide you the lockers which can be used in different ways on different 
contents.  

❏ We have better and easy options of payments with advanced file and 
content locking with top hot converting offers with exclusive publisher tools 
with offerwall platform and above all we are there to help you by giving 
round the clock support by giving you daily reports of your performance. 

  

https://www.clickdealer.com/
https://www.clicksure.com/
http://cpabeyond.com/
http://www.cpadawn.com/


30.CPAGrip 
❏ We allow you to earn more cash from your website or promotion methods, 

apps, content, email marketing, or search campaigns. 
❏ CPAGrip is a leader in the global performance network space and 

continues to maintain a track record of success.  
❏ Combining a wide array of ever upgraded sophisticated tools including a 

Link Locker, Download Locker, Content Locker & Video Locker and more 
in addition to our over 2,000 incentive offers, CPAGrip is an engine of 
performance for publishers and advertisers.  

❏ CPAGrip offers a global offer base, including: International email submits, 
surveys, & mobile pin submits.  

❏ CPAGrip is a proprietary platform that was custom built. You won't find 
technology like ours anywhere else because it has been retooled to 
maximize publisher performance. 

❏ Another newbie friendly Cost Per Action network with an easy process to 
access and get their collection of offers. 

 
31.CPAlead 

❏ CPA Lead is a web and mobile PPC advertising network supplying CPA 
lead gen offers to Android & iOS Mobile Apps, Content Lockers, Websites, 
and media buyers.  

❏ Publishers are invited to use our banner, native ads, interstitial, pop under, 
pop up, content locking, and other niche tools to monetize their website 
and desktop traffic. 

❏ CPAlead provides banner ads, pop under ads, interstitial tools, content 
lockers, PPC offers, CPA offers and more to affiliate marketers. CPAlead 
is known for paying guaranteed EPCs of 20 cents or greater in USA. 

❏ Membership with CPAlead is always free and you will have access to our 
large inventory of ready-to-promote niche affiliate products, PPC offers, 
CPI mobile app offers, and CPA lead generation offers.  

❏ We're purely a commission based network which means we only make 
money, when you make money.  

❏ Whether you're looking to promote our CPA offers directly or within a 
website or mobile app, we guarantee we'll have the right monetization and 
lead generation solution for you. 

  

https://cpagrip.com/
https://www.cpalead.com/


32.cpamatica 
❏ Cpamatica is a global partner network that focuses all its efforts on the 

success of our clients. 
❏ We aim to provide a great variety of offers, competitive payouts, and 

excellent customer service both for affiliates and advertisers.  
❏ As a team of pros united with a passion for online marketing we are willing 

to provide advanced solutions for a rapid growth of our customers.  
❏ Our partner network connects advertisers with our result driven affiliates 

that generate traffic power and many among those are our proven 
partners. 

 
33.CPAtrend 

❏ CPATrend was founded in January 2010 and has developed into a leader 
of the internet marketing industry.  

❏ With a strong focus on customer support, prompt payments, and a 
carefully selected network of affiliates and advertisers, CPATrend has 
been voted a Top 20 CPA Network. 

 
34.CrakRevenue 

❏ For 3 years, we’ve climbed the steps of mThink’s Blue Book ranking of the 
world’s top CPA networks. 

❏ Designers, product owners, marketers, affiliate managers and many 
others assure that CrakRevenue is always growing and maturing.  

❏ Since 2011, our revenues grew by 2000% and our workforce by 950% 
since it’s debut. We constantly evolve, we are motivated to offer you the 
best, by the best. 

  

https://cpamatica.io/
http://cpatrend.com/
https://www.crakrevenue.com/


35.DynamiAds 
❏ We have Exclusive Offers owned and operated by us and a lot of direct 

offers in many different verticals. 
❏ NetFusion Media is a full-service performance marketing company 

specializing in high quality email, search, display, social media and mobile 
traffic.  

❏ With thirty-five years of combined affiliate marketing experience in our 
executive team alone, NetFusion Media has the experience to develop 
and maintain successful online marketing campaigns. This experience in 
the industry has also allowed us to form close relationships with some of 
the top advertisers and publishers in the business. 

❏ DynamiAds, one of the most successful cost per acquisition (CPA) 
networks in the industry, is operated by NetFusion Media.  

❏ We focus on quality over quantity and renowned customer service.  
❏ Our reps are available virtually 24/7, so you’ll always have access to a 

member of our team. We further verify the quality controlled by our internal 
team with active third party fraud monitoring. 

 
36.ExpertMobi 

❏ Our Company mission is to provide our clients with full qualified support 
and to optimize advertising campaigns for getting maximum earnings.  

❏ We are careful in choosing business partners and are focused on efficient 
long-term cooperation.  

❏ We are ready to offer Publishers the highest rates on the market, popular 
top campaigns of different verticals, immediate payments, professional 
support, actual statistical data, unlimited advertising budgets, useful 
working tools, cash bonuses and regular giveaways.  

❏ For Advertisers we offer effective product marketing strategies, the highest 
ROI possible, full and detailed reports, instant feedback.  

  

http://dynamiads.com/
https://expertmobi.com/


37.Galaksion 
❏ Galaksion is a powerful and constantly evolving engine for digital 

advertising across the globe that efficiently works for advertisers, 
publishers, and affiliates. 

❏ The global network Galaksion provides professional digital marketing 
services in about 157 countries. Specialising in fresh and creative 
marketing concepts, the company has attained an annual growth rate of 
400%. 

❏ Such an impressive record is the result of offering clients over 30 types of 
targeting options, a wide range of online advertising formats and 
exceptionally clean traffic protected from bots and fraud. 

❏ Online platforms and real-time statistics allow users to fine-tune their 
advertising campaigns. Galaksion’s experienced managers are always on 
hand to lend guidance and conduct analyses of a client’s marketing niche 
to produce optimal results.  

 
38.GetAds 

❏ Digital marketing solutions are constantly evolving business models. It 
takes steadfast devotion and ongoing research to stay on top of the digital 
trends. GetAds takes on these challenges with the intention of learning, 
mastering and molding digital marketing into a better space. 

❏ With over 80 years of combined experience, our leadership has built a 
strong foundation that has kept our business expanding over the years. 

❏ GetAds has been instrumental in helping create and standardize 
industry-wide compliance practices to ensure top quality for advertisers 
and agencies, while providing innovative ads with measurable results. 

❏ Now that digital marketing is essential for success, Fortune 500 
companies and small businesses alike will continue to call on GetAds to 
provide quick and effective results. GetAds is the leader in Digital 
Marketing Solutions. 

  

https://www.galaksion.com/
http://www.getads.com/


39.GlobalWide 
❏ For over 10 years, GlobalWide Media has been a leader in data-driven 

marketing. 
❏ Powered by data science, GlobalWide Media connects advertisers with 

high performing audiences through direct response and brand campaigns.  
❏ Using thousands of unique proprietary data points, our technology makes 

accurate monetary predictions, maximizing brand awareness and profit. 
 

40.GRIPMOB 
❏ The offer is available in the whole world. 
❏ Earn more with your traffic. 

 
41.gurumedia 

❏ In today’s fast-paced global business climate where the Internet 
dramatically changes the nature of how we work and interact with others, 
companies need creative and dynamic ways to respond.  

❏ At Guru Media we understand the changing needs of today’s companies 
and we’re committed to designing and implementing the strategies you 
need to get ahead. 

❏  Whether thru state-of-the-art Internet advertising campaigns or proven 
methods of traditional marketing, we’re positioned to offer you the tools 
you need to get ahead. 

 
42.HootMobi 

❏ Hootmobi is a Mobile Affiliate Network created by a team of industry 
veterans with more than 10 Years of Experience in Mobile Marketing. 

❏ We are specialised in Mobile content, App installs and Lead-gen, offering 
high payouts and exclusive offers from the best advertisers in the mobile 
ad space. 

  

https://globalwidemedia.com/
https://www.gripmob.com/
http://gurumedia.com/
http://www.hootmobi.com/


43.Leadbit 
❏ Earn more than $ 10 000 per month with Leadbit.com. We will help. 
❏ We are cool and high perspective international AN working on a CPA 

standard. 24/7 technical and customer support, variety of different offers, 
flexible options, weekly payment on Tuesday will do your job pleasant and 
efficient. 

 
44.madrivo 

❏ Madrivo works only with reputable global brands to deliver data-driven 
lead generation, customer acquisition, and brand awareness campaigns 
through email, mobile, social and display advertising, partnering with the 
most proven, ethical, and compliant publishers to deliver sustainable, 
scalable returns. 

❏ We are committed to be the elite online marketing platform for reputable 
brands and proven publishers, promoting credibility, accountability and 
excellence by holding ourselves and our partners to the highest standards 
of ethics, compliance and performance. 

 
45.Matomy Media Group 

❏ Matomy Media Group is a global media company with superior data-driven 
advertising technology.  

❏ Matomy provides a single gateway to all media channels, delivering 
maximum results to our advertiser and media partners. We lead you from 
complexity to opportunity. We bring you results at scale. 

❏ By providing customized programmatic and performance solutions 
supported by big data analytics, proprietary platforms, and optimization 
technology, Matomy empowers advertisers and media partners to meet 
and surpass their evolving growth-driven goals.  

 
46.MaxBounty* 

❏ MaxBounty is an industry leading performance marketing network 
connecting trusted and skilled affiliate marketers with vetted high 
paying advertisers on a cost-per-action basis 

❏ The #1 CPA Network in the world. For over a decade, MaxBounty has 
been redefining the meaning of trust between advertisers and 
affiliates. 

  

http://leadbit.com/
http://www.madrivo.com/
http://www.matomy.com/
https://maxbounty.com/


47.MGcash 
❏ Mgcash Media provides monetization solutions for content owners, 

publishers and advertisers worldwide, empowering digital businesses to 
make more revenue from content, web & mobile traffic, display ads, and 
search. 

❏ A new CPA network with good reputation but average amount of offers.  
❏ It’s UI and UX has much room to improve and make this network much 

more flexible for the newbies. 
 

48.MMC Cash 
❏ MMCCASH is establishing a name for itself as one of the world's leading 

performance based online ad networks.  
❏ As a strong, trustful and leading link in the industry we are committed to 

change the face of online advertising for advertisers, publishers and end 
users. 

❏ We are dedicated to generate and optimize the revenue for both our 
advertisers and publishers. 

 
49.mobidea 

❏ Driven by technology and education, Mobidea is a Mobile Affiliate Network 
focused on CPA advertising, allowing the affiliate community to fully 
develop its amazing potential in order to make sure affiliates have a 
financially independent lifestyle. 

❏ Our commitment to technology and our ideal of helping affiliates succeed 
in the industry make us stand out from the crowd. 

 
50.MUNDOmedia 

❏ MUNDOmedia is a global ad technology company, based in the growing 
tech hub of Toronto.  

❏ We are passionate about the connection between data & mobile 
advertising, which makes our MUNDOTrack data platform and proprietary 
technology key to everything that we do.  

❏ With more than 125 dedicated employees located in 3 continents 
worldwide, we offer our clients around the clock services and unparalleled 
mobile marketing expertise. 

  

https://mgcash.com/
http://www.mmccash.com/
https://www.mobidea.com/
https://www.mundomedia.com/


51.OGads 
❏ OGAds is a Mobile & Desktop affiliate network that helps affiliates, 

webmasters, and developers monetize their mobile and desktop traffic by 
promoting iOS & Android apps and content surveys and downloads for 
desktop.  

❏ Exclusive high paying apps and weekly burst campaign are a norm for our 
mobile content locker. 

❏ Our content locker is the go to tool for top social media publishers in 
OGads.  If you promote on Instagram, Vine, Twitter, or any other social 
media site watch your earnings soar with OGads. 

 
52.PeerFly 

❏ Join the fastest growing affiliate network in the world and watch your 
profits soar. 

❏ Unlike other affiliate networks, our software is custom built from the 
ground up so we can add features that you want and need. 

 
53.Propeller Ads 

❏ Global coverage and great eCPM rates. 
❏ By combining campaigns from thousands of direct advertisers and local ad 

networks, Propeller Ads provides the ultimate level of audience 
monetization and the highest revenue per visitor. 

❏ Automatic optimization to ensure highest revenue. 
❏ Our innovative optimization system eliminates the need for monitoring how 

your ad inventory performs. Just use any of our ad tags and the system 
will automatically take charge of campaign selection and performance 
tweaks. 

❏ Choose from the widest variety of top-performing ad units, designed to 
give you the flexibility to choose your ideal level of monetization from our 
advertising platform and optimized for all screen sizes and platforms. 

  

https://ogads.com/
https://peerfly.com/
https://propellerads.com/


54.Publimobi  
❏ We are an online advertising agency, where our advertisers pay YOU for 

each specified action. For example, an impression, a click, a form submit 
(e.g., contact request, newsletter sign up, registration etc.), double opt-in 
or sale. For each lead you bring us via your traffic, we will pay you. 

❏ PubliMobi is a company who pays weekly with a minimum of payment of 
50 dollars is incredible to obtain this income so rapidly and to receive your 
money by means of a form of payment paypal payoneer or transfers bank. 

 
55.Pulsar Ads 

❏ Pulsar Ads gives you more wages. No hard working. We will make 
everything instead of you. 

❏ Pulsar Ads gives you an opportunity to use easy services to get real 
money from your traffic. The conversion does not depend on your 
experience.  

❏ After you signing up, you will get access to the intuitive interface that will 
help you to keep all the advertising campaigns under control. 

 
56.PUNX Media 

❏ With deep roots anchored in the performance-based industry, we as 
PUNX decided to accept a new challenge: create a revolution while 
sharing our awesomeness with the world. 

❏ We grab every opportunity that will arise to maximize your performance for 
better, faster and bigger results! We’ll do all of this while operating in 
highly dynamic industries/ verticals, where even the smallest changes can 
cause huge disruptions and chaos. 

 
57.Royalrevenue 

❏ Royalrevenue is top choice of Email submit promoters. 
❏ Royalrevenue group was established in 2011 as a CPA network, we 

started from zero and got 5k publisher applications, with 1300 active 
publishers around the globe.  

❏ Royalrevenue is one of the best networks in the CPA/CPC industry. 
  

http://publimobi.com/
http://www.pulsarads.com/
http://punxmedia.com/
https://www.royalrevenue.com/


58.SonarClick 
❏ We are a recently founded Performance Marketing Network in the process 

of expanding, with our base in Spain.  
❏ The name SonarClick is derived from the word “sonar” and the idea that a 

device of this type aims to detect and locate objectives in the surrounding 
area. 

❏ Our DNA is based on listening to, searching for and detecting the needs of 
our advertisers and publishers to ensure a positive ROI for both, seeking 
top quality in the acquisition of users and the best possible offers for 
promotion. 

 
59.Spicyoffers 

❏ Spicyoffers is the NextGen Hub of the Affiliate Marketing Industry. 
❏ It handles billions of conversions every year for forward-thinking 

businesses around the world.  
❏ Spicyoffers owes its very existence and effective functioning to a 100% 

Swiss made, innovative and proprietary technology and to a team of 
international experts fortified by many years successful experiences in 
audience monetization. 

 
60.Targeleon 

❏ Pick any offer to promote or choose Smart Link option to access the 
auto-optimizing rotator with top paying and trending offers. 

 
61.TerraLeads 

❏ The world's first CPA hub. 
❏ CPA Hub Terra Leads — the first CPA Hub in the world producing its own 

products in-house and taking control over the full cycle of product creation, 
promotion, and delivery to the end customer.  

❏ Once you become a partner of the Hub, you become its integrated part, so 
you are always welcome to grow with us, while optimizing our mutual 
business solutions. 

  

https://www.sonarclick.com/en/
https://www.spicyoffers.com/
https://targeleon.com/
https://terraleads.com/


62.TopAffs 
❏ Topaffs associate network which fits with all enterprise verticals (binary, 

relationship, foreign exchange, casino, nutra, lotto), we get amazing 
effects. 

❏ We’ve worked on both sides of partnership. That’s why we’ve built our 
network to support both publishers and advertisers. 

 
63.Toro Advertising 

❏ TORO Advertising has an exceptional knowledge of the industry and 
experience necessary to help publishers increase income, while 
maximizing exposure, awareness and sales for advertisers. 

❏ We work with affiliates and advertisers in over 90 countries. Our 
campaigns include mobile, surveys, education, business opportunity, 
dating and a lot more. 

 
64.TrafXa 

❏ Super affiliates go to TrafXa first to quickly and easily find the 
top-converting Finance and FinTech offers in the world.  

❏ Digital marketers and affiliates around the world rely on TrafXa for our 
carefully curated catalog of top-converting products in Finance, FinTech, 
Dating, Health, Gaming, Gambling, and so much more.  

❏ Our unique conversion-optimization algorithm combined with fast payouts 
means affiliates earn higher commissions without ever worrying about 
when they will get paid. 

 
65.W4 

❏ W4 was founded by CPA marketing pioneers to bring a higher level of 
performance to the affiliate network industry. 

❏ We do it by serving as a point of connection between leading advertisers 
and successful, high quality publishers across existing and the latest 
emerging online channels.  

❏ And by serving both sides with latest tracking and quality assurance 
technology, proven conversion-enhancing optimization, and expert, 
one-on-one support to increase success for all. 

  

https://topaffs.com/
http://toroadvertising.com/
https://trafxa.com/
http://w4.com/


66.Wewe Media 
❏ Our Intellink® Hyper-Optimization Technology processes complex 

optimization based on 20+ data metrics such as geos, carriers, OSes and 
many more to serve the best performing offers and target the right users. 

❏ Our numbers determine how well we have done. We evaluate 
performance in terms of ECPMs, CRs, ROIs, revenue, RRs and more, 
KPIs that are important to our clients. We know numbers and data does 
not lie. 

 
~ Chaz 
 
  

https://wewemedia.com/
https://chazlamm.com/


67.White Mobi 
❏ WhiteMobi is a global traffic monetization network that offers a better way 

to monetize both mobile and desktop traffic.  
❏ With its in-house proprietary platform, WhiteMobi offers personalized 

monetization tools for content owners and app developers. 
❏ WhiteMobi is a global traffic monetization network that offers a better way 

to monetize both mobile and desktop traffic.  
❏ We have gathered a team of experienced professionals working to deliver 

superlative results to our partners.  
❏ WhiteMobi offers personalized monetization tools for content owners and 

app developers. We will monetize your traffic at the highest rates to deliver 
you maximum profit. 

 

Chaz Lamm 
http://chklines.com 

http://whitemobi.com/
http://chklines.com/

